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Planet Partitioning explains the correct specifications for fire rated 
systems 

 
In support of Fire Safety Week, Planet Partitioning issued this information about the 
correct specifications for fire rated systems: 
 
There can sometimes be confusion in arriving at the correct specification of fire rated systems and 

fire doors. 
 
When receiving specification enquiries, it is commonly found that companies search for the correct 

information regarding the designers’ requirements rather than the technical performance that is 
required. This can be especially true where Approved Document B of the Building Regulations require 
specific performance levels. 

 
Depending on the design, buildings are often compartmentalised to delay the spread of fire from one 

area to another. Fire doors usually link these compartments to allow the flow of personnel around the 
building. 
 

Door openings can be formed within a compartment wall where necessary and the doorway itself 
must therefore offer the same fire performance as the surrounding structure when closed. 
 

Fire doors have two important functions in a fire; when closed they form a barrier to stop the spread 
of fire and when opened they provide a means of escape. Every fire door is therefore required to act 

as a barrier to the passage of smoke and/or fire to varying degrees depending upon its location in a 
building and the fire hazards associated with that building. 
 

Fire protection is equally applicable to protected shafts which are generally isolated from other 
compartments to afford a fire and smoke free route of escape affording direct egress from the 
building. 

 
Difficulties can often be created when the specification issued to tendering contractors and suppliers 
is unclear regarding the “fire performance” expected. For example, dependent on the Building Design 

Fire strategy, formed in consultation with the local Fire Authority and in conjunction with the 
approved Building Control Officer, there is a performance level to be achieved. 
 

There is also a distinction between “integrity only performance” and more severely the “integrity and 
insulation performance”. Both may be for a designated time (30 minutes or 60 minutes or more!) 
 

BUT what is expected? 
 



 

So, for example a 30E specification is noted as integrity only, whereas a 30EI is noted as integrity 
AND insulation. 

 
It is never sufficient to just specify a 30 minute or 60-minute fire door without distinguishing the 
difference and clarifying the location and fire strategy requirement. Once sufficient information is 

available, then the “correct” specification of Fire Door can be achieved immediately, without any risk 
of an inappropriate door being priced or worse … being installed! 
 

The differences are: 
INTEGRITY ONLY: Maintains the doors’ structural properties without failure during the specified 

period. 
INTEGRITY + INSULATION: As above PLUS does not allow heat and smoke penetration at all during 
the specified period.  

 
To determine the rating of fire doors, the manufacturers have their fire doors assessed by subjecting 
them to a test procedure as specified in BS 476-22.1987 or BS EN 1634-1:2014. Tests are made on 

complete door assemblies: i.e. the fire door and doorframe with all the requisite hardware (e.g. locks, 
latches, hinges, etc). 
 

The resultant certified products are available from the FireTec range of Planet Partitioning products. 
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